
AFFillA VIT

STATE OF ARIZONA)
) 55.

COUNTY OF PIMA )

1. I, Terrence Bressi, state the following account regarding events that transpired on
December 20, 2002 is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

2. Late in the afternoon on December 20, 2002 at approximately 1700, I came upon a
police roadblock while traveling East towards Tucson on SR86 near mile marker 145. I was
traveling home after working the day at a remote work site. The sun was close to the horizon
with daylight waning quickly.

3. I called Andrew Tubbiolo, a co-worker in Tucson, while waiting in backed-up traffic &
informed him I was about to be stopped at a police roadblock. Mr. Tubbiolo stayed on the line
while I interacted with enforcement officers up to the point that I was forcibly removed from the
vehicle.

4. The roadblock was setup in such a location as to provide no prior warning as to its
presence and no ability to avoid it. SR86 is the only viable route back to Tucson and there is no
shoulder along large sections of the route which would allow an individual an opportunity to
safely turn around prior to being stopped at the roadblock.

5. Police spotters were present along the side of the road approximately % of a mile or so in
front of the roadblock. Their purpose was not obvious until after I rounded the final curve and
saw the roadblock setup in front of me.

6. Over a dozen enforcement vehicles from several different agencies were present along the
side of the road around the roadblock. TOPD, U.S. Customs, & U.S. Border Patrol vehicles were
visible along with several unmarked enforcement vehicles. In addition, several tow trucks were
stationed to the South of the road.

7. As I approached the roadblock, I observed TOPD officers and a U.S. Customs agent on
the line checking vehicles as they were passed through. The Customs agent was wearing a
uniform clearly identifying himself as a U.S. Customs officer. I specifically noted him because
his uniform stood out in contrast to the TOPD officers within my immediate field of view.

8. Upon entering the roadblock, I was stopped by Lt. Ford who identified himself as the on-
scene commander when I inquired as to who was in charge. He identified himself as an officer of
the Tohono O'odham Police Dept.

9. Upon further inquiry, Lt. Ford indicated the purpose of the checkpoint was sobriety &
license checks. Lt. Ford's statement seemed inconsistent with the presence of U.S. Customs &
Border Patrol agents -especially given the active participation of the Customs agent on the front
line with Tohono O'odham police officers. This made me suspicious that the purpose of the
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roadblock was not limited to those areas identified by Lt. Ford. The Customs agent was later
identified as Bill Dreland from the U.S. Customs RAIC Office in Sells, Arizona

10. Shortly after being stopped, Lt. Ford requested to see my license. I requested to know
why he wanted to see it. He indicated everyone was being asked for their license for
identification purposes and to check for compliance with traffic laws.

11. I requested to know if the stops being made at the roadblock were based upon
individualized suspicion of wrongdoing. Lt. Ford indicated there was no suspicion and that
everyone was being treated the same.

12. Others officers were beginning to gather around the vehicle at this time -including U.S.
Customs agent Bill Dreland.

13. Lt. Ford asked me for my drivers license again. I asked him if he had any reason to
believe my drivers license wasn't in order or whether or not he had reason to believe I was in
violation of any state law.

14. He indicated he had no such belief but that I still needed to provide my license to him.

15. I indicated I was uncomfortable providing my license given the current circumstances. He
then asked for my name which I provided along with a contact name and number for my
supervisor at the University of Arizona who could verify my identity and purpose for being in the
University vehicle.

16. I then requested to know what law authorized him to stop me absent any suspicion of
wrongdoing and demand my identification papers. Lt. Ford failed to respond to my inquiry.

17. Shortly after this exchange, Detective Traviolia came over and indicated he could tell I
hadn't been drinking because my eyes weren't bloodshot, I was communicating effectively, and I
was exhibiting no signs of being impaired. He then indicated I still needed to provide a license
because this was an area known for drug smuggling and illegal immigrants and consequently
people needed to be identified before they would be allowed to pass through the checkpoint.

18. While Detective Traviolia and I were talking, U.S. Customs agent Dreland forcefully
entered the conversation and demanded that I comply with the request to identify myself. No
TOPD officer made any indication that it was inappropriate or unexpected that Agent Dreland
would involve himself in this issue.

19. I told Agent Dreland that he didn't have jurisdiction in the subject matter at hand given
that this was allegedly a check for impaired drivers. Lt. Ford corrected me at this time and said it
was in actuality a joint task force operation.

20. I indicated the Supreme Court had made a distinction between public safety stops, i.e.
sobriety checkpoints v. general law enforcement checkpoints and that only the former met
Constitutional muster when no individualized suspicion of wrongdoing was present. I then
indicated the following:
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.Due to the presence of U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agents -general law enforcement was
obviously a fundamental purpose of the checkpoint.

.Detective Traviolia had indicated he was satisfied I had not been drinking & hence the public
safety aspect of the stop with regards to me had been satisfied.

.A license check primarily serves a law enforcement function -not public safety. Thus a
mandatory license check relating to a 'public safety' stop absent suspicion of wrongdoing was
onerous on my right to travel unmolested on the public highways. .

21. The officers were clearly getting agitated at this point. Lt. Ford asked me to pull the
vehicle over to the side of the road. I asked him why and he replied they needed to ask me further

questions.

22. I asked if I was being detained. Lt. Ford responded by saying very clearly that I was NOT
being detained. I indicated that if I was not being detained then it follows that I must be free to
leave.

23. At this point, TOPD Officer Eric O'Dell, who was present during most of this exchange,
indicated he had had enough of my bullshit and I was to turn off and exit the vehicle
immediately. Several of the officers present put their hands on their guns.

24. I slowly turned off the vehicle as commanded, removed the keys from the ignition and
placed them in full view on the dashboard. I then sat very still in the front seat with my hands in
full view for all to see. Given the clear threat of lethal force the officers were exhibiting, I made
no further move that could be construed in anyway as to be a threat to the officers.

25. The driver side door was opened, my seatbelt was unclipped, and I was forcibly removed
from the vehicle and laid down on the pavement by Detective Traviolia and Officer O'Dell. My
hands were placed behind my back and I was handcuffed. I was picked up under my armpits and
dragged off to the South side of the road over to one of the TOPD vehicles.

26. At no point was I informed whether or not I was under arrest, nor did any officer attempt
to inform me of what my rights were.

27. While I was on the ground, I was patted down, my wallet was taken from me and my
drivers license removed. At my request, Detective Traviolia counted the money in my wallet
before walking off with it. It was returned with my driver's license 10 or 15 minutes later -
presumably after Detective Traviolia ran a background check and found no outstanding legal
Issues.

28. I remained on the ground for an indeterminate amount of time. At some point during this
time frame, the sun had finished setting and we had entered twilight. Spotlights were setup at
some point to help illuminate the area with artificial lighting. On several occasions, Officer
O'Dell came over to me acting hostile and belligerent. He directed several derogatory comments
at me and at one point referred to me as a 'Green Freak' for some unknown reason. He also
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indicated that if I had just cooperated, I would be home right now instead of lying on the ground
in the cold waiting to be taken to jail.

29. At another point during the night, I heard Customs Agent Dreland refer to me as a 'peace
protester' while engaged in conversation with a man in a vehicle passing through the roadblock.
At no point had we discussed issues of war and peace so I have no idea why Agent Dreland
labeled me as such. The individual that Agent Dreland was talking to had made an inquiry as to
whether or not anything interesting had taken place that night and Agent Dreland responded with
a narrative of my arrest along with the 'peace protester' crack.

30. During my time on the ground, I observed roadblock operations. For quite some time -
vehicles were NOT stopped in any particular order or pattern. At times, several vehicles in a row
would be stopped followed by 10 or so vehicles that were allowed to pass unmolested. This
would be followed by stopping every second or third vehicle and so on. After some time, the
procedure appeared to become more repetitive but the first half of the operation I witnessed was
clearly arbitrary in nature. Everyone was NOT treated the same.

31. While watching the vehicles being stopped, I witnessed officers checking license plates
against registrations along with demanding that drivers pop their trunks so they could be
searched. The purpose of such an action didn't appear related to sobriety checks but rather the
search for contraband material. Sometime during this time frame, I observed one of the TOPD
officers approach Customs Agent Dreland and gesture to a vehicle that had just passed through
the roadblock. Agent Dreland ran to his vehicle and peeled out in pursuit.

32. As time went on, I observed dozens of individuals being loaded into a Border Patrol bus
that had arrived on-scene. I was informed later by one of the TOPD officers that several hundred
pounds of pot had been seized from a vehicle.

33. After some time had passed, Detective Traviolia came over and informed me that a
citation was being drawn up & I would have the option of either signing it and being released on-
scene or not signing it and being brought to the Pima County jail in Ajo for processing. Upon his
return, Detective Traviolia presented me with an Arizona Traffic Ticket and Complaint. I opted
not to sign it and was lead over to one of the Tohono O'odham vehicles to await transport.

34. While waiting, I was informed my supervisor had been reached and he was heading to the
scene to recover the vehicle. I was told I would be allowed to talk with him at that time. Another
hour or so passed before Marcus Perry and Andrew Tubbiolo arrived from Tucson to retrieve the
vehicle and find out what was going on.

35. They informed me that Robert McMillan, the principle investigator for the group, had
received a phone call from TOPD Officer O'Dell with regards to the incident. I then talked with
them at length and after consulting with them, decided to sign the Arizona Traffic Ticket &
Complaint. Detective Traviolia came over, removed the handcuffs from my wrists and presented
me with the complaint form. Appearing on the complaint (along with Detective Traviolia's
signature at the bottom of the form) were two violations of State law:
.ARS 28-1595B -Operator fails/refuses to exhibit drivers' license
.ARS 28-622A -Failure to obey officer while directing traffic
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36. After signing the complaint, we talked briefly with Detective Traviolia and Lt. Ford. They
indicated they have jurisdiction to enforce State law on Arizona highways. They also indicated
that because I was not a tribal member, my case would be transferred to the Pima County Justice
Court.

37. I asked if there would be a problem with recording the license plate numbers of vehicles
present at the checkpoint. I was told it wouldn't be a problem and proceeded to record the license
plate numbers of enforcement vehicles present at that time. We left the scene and headed back to
Tucson shortly thereafter.

38. The license plate numbers I recorded appear below:

INS/Border Patrol Vehicles:

* H9739 J-25037
* H9483 J-2558l
* E0703 J-26973
* U 1192 J22316 (Bus containing alleged illegal immigrants)

TOPD Vehicles:

* 83251 G-415CB
* 75781 G-450CB
* 30939 G-874CZ (w/trailer -G-590CJ)
* 51420 G-135CE
* 92432 G-461CE
* 83254 G-413CB

Unmarked Vehicles:

* CA-52937 Blue Dodge 4x4
* CA-50064 Silver Dodge 4x4
* G-34 5DD White Crown Victoria
* G-4l9DD White Ford Expedition
* CB-88166 White Crown Victoria
* CB-32748 White utility truck

Further I sayeth not.

~".,,~B\ ~ ~h -, I LDO5

Terrence Bressi Date
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this J! day of ~, 2005

By

--/rt '
OFFICIAL SIAL LA 7;- A'71'~

BECKY PALOMIIO Ir (
NOT ARV P\aK: -AIIZOtA

PlMAOOIIfTY
My CaIVn. Ex.- ~
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